G0118962 - 2014 SHERMAN & REILLY T-7212
Warehouse: N26 - NRU - CTEC - REGINA, SK

EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
VIN: 5DDKE254D1006444
Brakes: AIR
Tire Size: 275/70R22.5
Hitch: 5TH WHEEL
Bullwheel Dia: (2) SETS 72
Max Tension Capacity: 12,000LBS
Attachment: KALYN SIEBERT LB-2-20T TRLR

DIMENSIONS / MILES / HOURS / WEIGHTS
Height: 12'4" Length: 19'0" Width: 102
GVWR: 30,000 Unladen Weight: 21,500LBS
Tread: Tread Updated:

Insurance Value: $574,900.00

Additional Specs: